
“WHY BUSINESS” ASSIGNMENT 1: Inspired by our first class, and by the fact that exchanging 
(and trading) is the foundation of all wealth, comfort, and well-being, write in around 750 
words what are, in your opinion, your strengths and how these strengths can be used to the 
exchange of goods and services, and access to comfort and well-being, in a free market 
environment. Exchanging your strong points with someone else, and using their strengths to 
cover your weak points, is the key to start understanding how wealth works, and how the 
pursue of comfort and well-being happens. 

  

This exercise is really interesting, and it makes a lot of sense to take the time to think about 
what our value is in this society. Below is a list of what I consider to be my skills and my 
strengths, which can bring value and generate possible trade: 

- My organizational and planning skills are very useful in project management, activity and 
event planning and action scheduling. This capability can be offered to improve organizational 
processes and systems in any business area. 

- Human touch, empathy, good leadership by example, encouragement and respect for the 
team. These are very important skills in people management positions, as well as in 
commercial tasks that require social skills 

- Ability to bring people together: I find it very easy to generate networking, synergies and 
create situations that allow me to develop interesting partnerships, bringing the right people 
together 

- Ability to advise decision makers / managers of companies, managing to induce the "decision 
makers" to the best decisions in a non-evasive way and keeping me in the backstage side. This 
ability may generate trade opportunities in terms of consultancy/ advisory  

- The ability to make things happen, “non-procrastination” and persistence. I often hear 
comments like: “If you want to see an idea of yours come true, ask Patricia and she makes it 
happen”. I devote too much energy to all the causes and projects in which I am involved and as 
such, and having a great practical sense and a lot of determination, I am often able to 
implement projects and make real ideas that the most creative people around me have and 
share with me. 

- Language skills: I speak English, Portuguese and Spanish fluently/very easily and I can 
communicate well in other languages, which can generate several commercial exchanges as 
well (translation work, for example) 

- Capacity for logistical coordination (again, very useful in event organization functions) 

- Humble and willingness to learn and always improve, without fear of leaving my comfort 
zone. 

- Good communication skills (this skill already has put me in job opportunities such as 
teaching) 

- Ability to develop work in digital marketing: ability to do good copywriting, creative skills in 
terms of content and I can create some design elements - nowadays, there are many business 
opportunities in these areas, as we know 



- Empathy / social responsibility / altruism – I often spend my time helping others, 
volunteering and contributing to social and environmental causes. 

 

In a nutshell… I think this is it! 
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